By ARROGATE (2013). Champion in U.S., Stakes winner of 7 races in 11 starts of $17,422,600 USA in N.A. and United Arab Emirates, Emirates Airline Dubai World Cup [G1], Pegasus World Cup Invitational S. [G1]-ntr, 1 1/8 miles in 1:46.83 (GP, $7,000,000), Breeders' Cup Classic [G1] (SA, $3,300,000), Travers S. [G1]-ntr, 1 1/4 miles in 1:59.36 (SAR, $670,000), 2nd TVG Pacific Classic S. [G1] (DMR, $200,000). His first foals are 2-year-olds of 2021. Sire of 111 foals, 24 starters, 7 winners of 7 races and earning $600,009 USA, including Jasper Great (at 2, 2021, $82,374 USA), Secret Oath (at 2, 2021, $61,451 USA), Adversity (at 2, 2021, $56,260), Affable Monarch (at 2, 2021, $44,500), Leddy (at 2, 2021, $33,715).

1st dam

REHEAR, by Coronado's Quest. Winner at 2, $22,485. Dam of 16 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners--

CLOSING BELL (c. by Tapit). 3 wins at 3 and 5 in NA, $560,582 (USA), Dueling Grounds Derby (KD, $178,625), 2nd Secretariat S. [G1] (AP, $89,100), Bryan Station S. (KEE, $20,000), 3rd Muniz Memorial H. [G2] (FG, $30,000).


MANI BHAVAN (f. by Storm Boot). 3 wins in 6 starts at 2, $267,000, Spinaway S. [G1] (SAR, $150,000), Adirondack [G2] (SAR, $90,000), Dam of--

=Petrelle (AUS) (f. by =Fastnet Rock (AUS)). 4 wins at 3 and 4 in AUS, $98,591 (USA), 2nd Community Co Durbridge S. [L].

=Mumbai Rock (AUS) (f. by =Fastnet Rock (AUS)). Winner at 2 in AUS, $26,975 (USA). Dam of--

=Splendoronthegrass (AUS) (f. by So You Think (NZ)). 5 wins, 2 to 4 in AUS, $199,550 (USA), 2nd Coastline BMW M4 Coupe Sunshine Coast Cup [L].


Court Appeal (f. by Candy Ride (ARG)). Winner in 2 starts at 3, $38,490. Dam of--


Settle for Medal (g. by Medalist). 5 wins, 2 to 5, $167,057.

Legal Power (g. by Posse). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $167,498.

Burnside (g. by War Front). 3 wins in 6 starts at 2 and 4, $72,380.

Rehearsed (f. by Tapit). Placed at 3, $30,292.


Taking Names (c. by Arrogate). See below.

2nd dam

CHIEF APPEAL, by Valid Appeal. 3 wins at 3, $88,250. Sister to Raven Red ($112,631, 2nd Smoke Screen S. (AP, $6,330)), half-sister to SILKEN CAT ($102,120, Champion 2-year-old filly in Canada, Mazarine S. [L] (WO, $67,410(CAN))), Juyush ($213,801 (USA), 2nd Bahrain Trophy S. [L], etc.). Dam of 11 winners--

TURKAPPPEAL (f. by Turkoman). 4 wins, 2 to 4, $280,440, Valley View S. [L] (KEE, $52,126), Miss Liberty S. (MED, $24,000), Salem County S. (MED, $21,000), 2nd Reeve Schley, Jr. S. [G2], The Very One H. [G3], Suffolk County S. [L] (BEL, $11,110), Junior Champion S. (MTH, $8,000), 3rd Mrs. Revere S. [G3], etc. Dam of--

TASTING THE STARS (f. by Bodemeister). 5 wins in 10 starts, 3 to 5, 2021, $234,045, Just Jenda S. (MTH, $45,000), Nellie Mae Cox S. -R (CNL, $60,000), Brookmeade S. -R (LRL, $45,000), 2nd Brookmeade S. -R (CNL, $20,000).

Dom (g. by Dixie Union). 3 wins at 4 and 5, $81,631, 2nd Bert Allen S. -R (CNL, $9,500).

Z APPEAL (g. by Ghostzapper). 6 wins, 2 to 9, $81,331, Chenery S. (CNL, $28,500).


Unbridled Appeal (f. by Unbridled). Winner at 4, $62,810. Dam of--

SOUPER CHARLOTTE (f. by Warrior's Reward). 2 wins in 3 starts at 2, $76,487(USA), Glorious Song S. [L] (WO, $60,000(CAN)).

Southern Parkway (g. by Lemon Drop Kid). 7 wins, 2 to 7, $231,393, 3rd Royal Glint S. (HAW, $7,012).


Rehear (f. by Coronado's Quest). See above.

Two Chiefs (c. by Two Punch). 3 wins, 3 to 7, $69,256. Sire.

Homero (g. by Fusaichi Pegasus). 3 wins, 3 to 7, $62,000.

Cozzene Appeal (g. by Cozzene). 3 wins at 4 and 5, $48,485.

Lily Luna (f. by Saarland). Winner at 4, $38,600. Producer.

Apache Lake (c. by Meadowlake). Winner at 4, $33,350.

Elusive Chief (g. by Elusive Quality). Winner at 4, $24,360.

Halo to the Chief (g. by Jolie's Halo). Winner at 3, $12,181.

Appealing Jewel (f. by Saint Ballado). Placed at 2 and 3, $9,640. Dam of--

Return the Jewel (f. by Broken Vow). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $80,107, 3rd Sam Houston Distaff S. (HOU, $5,500). Producer.

3rd dam

SILKEN DOLL, by Chieftain. 4 wins in 7 starts at 3, $68,550, Bam's Penny S. Half-sister to TURK PASSER ($735,320, Turf Classic Invitational S. [G1], etc.), Explosive Passer ($109,805, 2nd [Q] [Q] at twice, etc.). Dam of 7 winners--

SILKEN CAT (f. by Storm Cat). 3 wins in 4 starts at 2, $102,120, Champion 2-year-old filly in Canada, Mazarine S. [L] (WO, $67,410(CAN)). Dam of--

SPEIGHTSTOWN (c. by Gone West). 10 wins in 16 starts, 3 to 6, $1,258,256, Champion sprinter in U.S., Breeders' Cup Sprint [G1] (LS, $551,200), Churchill Downs H. [G2] (CD, $137,516), True North Breeders' Cup H. [G2] (BEL, $126,840), Alfred G. Vanderbilt H. [G2]-etr, 6 furlongs in 1:08.00 (SAR, $120,000), Artax H. [L] (GP, $60,000), etc. Among the leading sires twice.

IRAP (c. by Tiznow). 3 wins at 3, $1,672,600, Toyota Blue Grass S. [G2] (KEE, $600,000), Ohio Derby [G3] (TDN, $300,000), Indiana Derby [G3] (IND, $285,000), 2nd Pennsylvania Derby [G1] (PRX, $190,000), Los Alamitos Cash Call Futurity [G1] (LRC, $60,000), etc.

Gone Purrfect (f. by Gone West). Unraced. Dam of--

GOLDEN HAWK (c. by Tapist). 2 wins in 2 starts at 2, $93,502(USA), Grey S. [G3] (WO, $90,000(CAN)).

Cableknit (f. by Unbridled's Song). Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of--

CAPEZZANO (g. by Bernardini). 6 wins, 2 to 6 in UAE, $841,934 (USA), Emirates Airline Al Maktoum Challenge Round 3 [G1], Gulfnews.com Firebreak S. [G3], 3rd UAE Two Thousand Guineas [G3], Emirates Skywards Al Bastakiya [L], Longines Dubai Creek Mile [L].

Juyush (c. by Silver Hawk). 12 wins, 2 to 9 in ENG, $213,801 (USA), 2nd Bahrain Trophy S. [L], 3rd Racing Post Trophy [G1], Royal Lodge S. [G2].

Meadow Silk (f. by Meadowlake). 13 wins in 25 starts, 3 to 6, $80,169. Dam of--


RUN PRODUCTION (c. by Saint Ballado). 3 wins in 5 starts at 2, $75,600, Comet S. (MED, $30,000). Sire.


Tupelo Belle (f. by Turkoman). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $19,144. Dam of--

MISTER FANUCCI (c. by Announce). 8 wins in 14 starts at 2 and 3, $163,165, Champion imported 2-year-old colt in Puerto Rico, Clasico Fanatico Hipico [L], Clasico Agustin Mercado Reveron [L], 2nd Clasico Jose Coll Vidal [L], Copa 4 de Julio [L]. Sire.

CINDAGO (c. by Indian Charlie). Winner in 3 starts at 2 and 3, $98,180, El Cajon S. [L] (DMR, $63,780). Sire.

Bongee (f. by Pleasant Tap). 2 wins in 4 starts at 4, $9,320. Dam of--

PRESENCIAL (c. by Tawqeet). 11 wins in 18 starts, 2 to 4, 2021, $202,959, Copa San Juan S. [LR], Clasico Antonio R. Barcelo [LR], Clasico Luis Munoz Marin S. [LR], 2nd Derby Puertorriqueno S. [LR], Copa Gobernador S. [LR], etc.

Lasting Wish (f. by Deposit Ticket). Unraced. Dam of--

Alarico (g. by Alybro). 7 wins, 3 to 6, $135,232(USA), 2nd CTHS Sales S. -R (HST, $11,090(CAN)).

Sikasso (c. by Silver Hawk). 3 wins at 5 and 9 in ENG, $42,731 (USA).

Tropical Rain (f. by Danzig Connection). Unraced. Dam of--

TROPICAL WAY (f. by Way West (FR)). 6 wins at 2, $109,520, Clasico Eduardo Cautino Insua [L], Clasico Dia de la Raza [LR]. Dam of--

Taylor Lane (f. by Parading). 2 wins at 4, $85,099. Dam of--

BARRISTER TOM (g. by Artie Schiller). 2 wins at 2, $331,622, More Than Ready Juvenile S. (KD, $300,700).

RACE RECORD for Taking Names: Unraced.